
HyperGPT Announces the IDO (Initial DEX
Offering) on BullPerks and GamesPad

HyperGPT will launch the IDO deal on BullPerks and GamesPad on June 9, 2023.

CASABLANCA HOUSE, LUCK HILL, ROAD TOWN, TORTOLA, BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS, June 8, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- HyperGPT, a platform that combines AI and blockchain technology to

enable a marketplace to bring AI apps and community needs together, will launch the IDO deal

on BullPerks and GamesPad on June 9, 2023.

HyperGPT effectively combines AI and blockchain technology to deliver a marketplace that

assists the community in managing existing AI solutions with a focus on efficiency, transparency,

and ease of use. This innovative platform aims to bring together AI app developers and users,

fostering innovation and collaboration in the rapidly growing field of AI technology.

As another monumental step toward success, HyperGPT is excited to announce the launch of the

IDO deal on BullPerks and GamesPad. Providing users and community members with the best

blockchain-related, Metaverse, NFT, and gaming experience is a complex undertaking for the

founders and core teams of industry experts of both BullPerks and GamesPad.

It has been these two companies' mission from their inception to attempt to solve a whole range

of challenges within the entire crypto industry, such as providing early-stage access and the

opportunity to invest in only the best projects as a way to mitigate all the risks. To achieve these

lofty goals, BullPerks and GamesPad need dynamic and promising collaborations with partners

and projects such as HyperGPT.

HyperGPT's mission is to create a thriving marketplace that brings AI apps, and community

needs together. With the support of BullPerks and GamesPad, they believe they can achieve

their goals and contribute to the advancement of AI technology.

The HyperGPT IDO deals on BullPerks and GamesPad are set to take place on June 9, 2023. It

marks a significant milestone in the world of AI and blockchain integration. As the demand for AI

solutions and applications continues to grow, HyperGPT's innovative platform is poised to

become a leader in the space, offering a seamless, user-friendly experience for developers and

users alike.

For more information about HyperGPT, BullPerks, and GamesPad, please visit their respective

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://hypergpt.ai/
https://bullperks.com/
https://gamespad.io/


websites at https://hypergpt.ai, https://bullperks.com, and https://gamespad.io.

About HyperGPT

HyperGPT effectively combines AI and blockchain technology to deliver a marketplace that

assists the community in management of the existing AI solutions with a focus on efficiency,

transparency, and ease of use.

The HyperGPT marketplace is a comprehensive platform consisting of the following solutions:

HyperStore, HyperSDK, and HyperNFT.

About BullPerks

BullPerks is the fairest and most community-dedicated decentralized VC and multichain

launchpad. BullPerks offers tremendous opportunities to everyone who wants to invest in the

best crypto projects on equal terms with VCs. The platform is fully oriented toward the

community and provides low entry and access to early-stage projects for users. 

About GamesPad

GamesPad is a holistic gaming, NFT and metaverse ecosystem. It is a one-stop shop for

everything GameFi, metaverse and NFT that brings together a Web3 incubator, multichain

launchpad, decentralized VC, NFT marketplace, in-house studios, and much more. With their

production and development arms, Mompozt and Aguascalien3D, they’re serving clients globally,

including renowned brands, such as Nestlé, Kellogg's, Colgate, Nissan, Kia, BBVA, and more.

Elina Sterina

Writer at BullPerks and GamesPad
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/638146460

EIN Presswire's priority is source transparency. We do not allow opaque clients, and our editors

try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something

we have missed, please do bring it to our attention. Your help is welcome. EIN Presswire,

Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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